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Paradigms of adult stem cell therapy for type 1 diabetes in mice
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Hardly a day passes without news of stem cells. Stem cell therapy implies the replacement of diseased or lost cells from the progeny of stem cells that differentiate into the required phenotypes. Stem cells have the capacity to divide asymmetrically, that is, yielding one identical 'daughter' stem cell and a second daughter cell that proceeds towards terminal differentiation. Thus, stem cells are theroretically endlessly self-renewing and from whence derives their hoped-for uses. There are two large groups of stem cells: embryonic stem cells (stem cells derived from early embryonic stages) and adult stem cells (stem cells found in the postnatal organism).

Reconstitution of bone marrow by hematopoietic stem cell infusion is an established practice in the treatment of certain cancers and of certain disorders of hematopoiesis. Recently, bone marrow and other hematopoietic organs (liver and spleen) have been shown to harbor cells that possess the capacity to enter extra-medullary tissues and to differentiate into functional parenchymal cells of the respective tissue, such as the liver, intestinal, skin and bronchial epithelia (1, 2), skeletal (3, 4), heart (5, 6) muscle and cells of the central nervous system (7, 8). These observations are not limited to experimental rodent models but are also made in biopsy material of human recipients of bone marrow transplantation (9, 10).

Several recent reports have uncovered the possibility of using adult stem cells from hematopoietic organs for the replacement of pancreatic endocrine cells and the treatment of type 1 diabetes mellitus (11–15). We summarize these findings as they represent different, albeit similar, paradigms of cellular regeneration in adult diabetic organisms.

In a first report, Ianus et al. (11) demonstrated that in mice, cells from transplanted bone marrow engraft into the pancreatic islets. A genetic mouse model allowed identification of transplanted bone marrow-derived cells by virtue of a fluorescent protein that is expected to be expressed in cells if they transcribe insulin. Fluorescent cells were found in pancreatic islets of recipient mice approximately 1–2 months after bone marrow transplantation. Importantly, fluorescent cells were also positive for the Y chromosome that came from the male donor in the female bone marrow recipient (Fig. 1A). These donor-derived engrafted cells express insulin and other genetic markers typical of pancreatic beta cells.

When tested in isolated culture conditions, the bone marrow-derived cells secrete insulin in response to a physiological glucose stimulus, and show intracellular calcium fluctuations reminiscent of pancreatic beta cells. However, 1–2 months after bone marrow transplantation, only about 1–3% of the islet cells originate from the transplanted bone marrow. This rate of engraftment does not account for the normal estimated turnover of 30 days of the endocrine cells in an islet (16). Additional studies demonstrated that cell fusion is not a likely explanation for the observed phenomenon of differentiation of bone marrow-derived cells into pancreatic endocrine cells.

In a second report by Hess et al. (12), streptozotocin-diabetic mice were lethally irradiated and transplanted with bone marrow from donors that ubiquitously express green fluorescent protein (GFP). Whereas control mice remained hyperglycemic and showed increased mortality, bone marrow-transplanted mice were normoglycemic, had normal insulin production after 17 days and had an increased survival rate at day 42 (75–85% vs 0–50%). Increases in serum insulin correlated with reduction in blood glucose. Furthermore, the investigators showed that bone marrow cells that express c-kit – one of the 'stem cell markers' – as a surface marker could, when transplanted, lead to reduction in glycemia, whereas c-kit-negative cells had no effect. Comparison of engraftment into liver and pancreas revealed that bone marrow-derived cells engrafted preferentially into the streptozotocin-damaged pancreas.

In the pancreas, bone marrow-derived cells were found in two regions: the ducts and the islets. In the islets, most bone marrow-derived cells did not contain insulin, although a small number of bone marrow-derived cells also contained insulin protein. These insulin-positive cells were found only in streptozotocin-diabetic bone marrow recipients. However, the insulin-positive cells did not coexpress the beta-cell-specific transcription factor PDX-1. The authors speculate that the insulin-positive cells may have been incorporating insulin from their surrounding environment rather than producing insulin themselves. Because of the small number of donor-derived, insulin-positive cells in the face of normoglycemia in bone
Figure 1 Schematic of proposed mechanisms underlying pancreatic islet cell regeneration after transplantation of cells derived from hematopoietic organs. (A) Direct differentiation (transdifferentiation) of bone marrow-derived stem cells into pancreatic endocrine cells (11). (B) Bone marrow contributes to generation of vascular endothelium. The newly formed endothelial cells stimulate differentiation of locally present host pancreatic progenitor cells (12). (C) Chimerism achieved by bone marrow transplantation in NOD mice induces immunologic tolerance towards beta cells. When euglycemia is maintained, local host pancreatic progenitor cells differentiate into endocrine cells (13). (D) Mesenchymal splenic cell transplantation plus treatment with complete Freund’s adjuvant induces immunologic tolerance towards beta cells. Transplanted CD45^+ splenic cells induce immune tolerance. When euglycemia is maintained, local progenitor cells differentiate into endocrine cells. Transplanted CD45^+ splenic cells induce immune tolerance. When euglycemia is maintained, not only do local progenitor cells differentiate into endocrine cells, but CD45^+ splenic cells also differentiate into pancreatic endocrine phenotypes (14, 15).
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mesenchymal cells from the spleen) and complete that the injection of mesenchymal splenocytes studies does not allow consideration of this possibility. However, the methodology used in their additional possible mechanism to explain their bone marrow cells into pancreatic endocrine cells as the authors further consider ‘transdifferentiation’ of marrow transplantation to induce immunologic silence authors speculate that the combination of bone marrow-derived cells stimulate proliferation of host progenitor cells in the pancreas, leading to the increase in insulin-producing cell mass. Indeed, proliferation, as assessed by bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) labeling, showed increased proliferation in bone marrow-recipient mice and virtually none in control animals.

In a subsequent step, the investigators determined that the bone marrow-derived cells had differentiated into endothelial cells (as determined by positive staining for PECAM-1, an endothelial protein) in the host pancreas. Taking these observations together, the authors propose that bone marrow cells home into damaged pancreatic islets, where they differentiate into endothelial cells. These cells in turn stimulate proliferation of locally present progenitor cells that then differentiate into pancreatic endocrine cells (Fig. 1B). This mechanism of endothelium-stimulated endocrine differentiation has previously been described in the developing pancreas (17).

Two additional groups (13–15) demonstrate the feasibility of cell therapy from hematopoietic organs in the nonobese diabetic (NOD) mouse, an autoimmune model of type 1 diabetes. The first group of investigators (13) used bone marrow transplantation to induce chimerism in NOD mice (Fig. 1C). In prediabetic NOD mice, microchimerism prevented the development of autoimmune diabetes, presumably by mechanisms involving donor immunoregulatory cells that prevent the host cells from becoming autoreactive against beta cells. In NOD mice that have already developed diabetes (diabetic NOD mice), induction of microchimerism by sublethal or lethal irradiation followed bone marrow transplantation. In addition, these mice were maintained euglycemic by allotransplantation of islets under one kidney capsule or with exogenous insulin therapy. When, after 14 days, the kidney was removed, or the insulin therapy was stopped, the bone marrow transplant recipients remained euglycemic (cured).

BrdU analysis of pancreatic tissue of host animals revealed increased proliferative activity and regeneration of pancreatic beta cells. Furthermore, the islets that were transplanted under the kidney capsule and subsequently removed showed evidence of beta cell proliferation while the kidney was still in the animal. The authors speculate that the combination of bone marrow transplantation to induce immunologic silence and maintenance of euglycemia allowed beta cells or progenitor cells to proliferate as an adaptive response. The authors further consider ‘transdifferentiation’ of bone marrow cells into pancreatic endocrine cells as an additional possible mechanism to explain their observations. However, the methodology used in their studies does not allow consideration of this possibility.

Finally, Ryu et al. (14) and Kodama et al. (15) reported that the injection of mesenchymal splenocytes (mesenchymal cells from the spleen) and complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA) into diabetic NOD mice eliminated autoimmunity and permanently restored normoglycemia (14). Furthermore, in these animals, the reversal of diabetes was accompanied by the reappearance of insulin-secreting islets in the pancreas. Recently, these authors have addressed the question of whether these newly formed islets are derived from transdifferentiation of donor nonlymphoid cells or from cells already present in the diabetic host animals (15) (Fig. 1D). Female diabetic NOD mice were treated with CFA and received transplants of either live or irradiated male mouse splenocytes. Blood sugar was controlled temporarily for 40 days by implanting syngeneic islets under the capsule of one of the kidneys. Six out of nine of the NOD mice that received live splenocytes remained normoglycemic after removal of the kidney with the islet transplants. In contrast, none of the animals that received irradiated splenocytes were normoglycemic after removal of the kidney with the islet transplants.

When normoglycemia was maintained for a longer period (120 days) before removal of the kidney carrying the islets, 11/12 animals receiving live splenocytes and 11/13 animals receiving irradiated splenocytes remained normoglycemic. Transplantation of both live and irradiated splenocytes led to long-term reversal of immune-mediated diabetes. There was no functional difference in the maintenance of normoglycemia between recipients of live versus irradiated splenocytes. However, the animals that had received irradiated splenocytes showed pronounced peri-insulitis, that is, lymphoid cells around but not in the newly formed islets, whereas no cellular infiltration was detectable in the recipients of live splenocytes. This coincided with the presence of donor-derived circulating blood cells (4–12%) only in the peripheral blood of recipients of live splenocytes. Furthermore, with fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) for Y chromosome, male donor cells in long-term normoglycemic mice were found in abundance within islets, whereas the exocrine portions of the pancreas had few, if any, donor-derived cells. Male donor cells were also found in the epithelium of female NOD mouse pancreatic ducts. Ducts purely of host origin were not associated with adjacent islets containing male cells. No evidence of engraftment or transdifferentiation of donor cells was found in recipient brain, liver or kidney. By way of scanning focal lengths of donor-derived nuclei in beta cells, the authors further conclude that the donor-derived cells are not a result of fusion events. Very rare detection of cells with XXY and XXXY chromosomal complement in female recipient mice suggested the presence of few fusion events between donor and recipient cells.

In additional experiments, prediabetic female NOD mice received four times over 2 weeks transplantations of either CD45+, CD45− or unfractionated splenic mesenchymal cells expressing GFP. All subgroups remained normoglycemic. However, recipients of CD45+ or unfractionated GFP splenocytes revealed
islets positive for the GFP marker. Prediabetic NOD females treated with CD45\(^+\) GFP splenic mesenchymal cells revealed no GFP in their islets. The latter animals had peri-insulitis. Thus, it appears that while CD45\(^+\) splenic mesenchymal cells can influence disease activity, they do not include cells that participate directly in islet regeneration. Furthermore, these studies indicate that islet regeneration is taking place in prediabetic NOD mice, with participation of donor GFP mice and also host progenitor cells.

According to these results, it appears that CD45\(^-\) splenic mesenchymal cells provide the double whammy of reversal of autoimmune disease as well as the cellular substrate for islet regeneration. However, as the results with the CD45\(^+\) cells demonstrate, keeping the insulitis at bay allows the yet to be identified endogenous (host) precursor cells to give rise to islet structures. It should be noted that fractionation of the splenic mesenchymal cells according to CD45 expression does not clearly identify which subpopulation of cells in the respective fraction is actually making the experiment work.

In humans, immunologic intervention to stop beta cell destruction early on during the development of type 1 diabetes mellitus allows for recovery of the pancreatic endocrine function (18, 19). This may perhaps be attributable to an increase in beta cell mass by recruitment of progenitor stem cells that can differentiate without succumbing to immune mediated destruction.

Several groups have recently identified pancreas resident progenitor cells that may give rise to endocrine islet cells. Human and rodent pancreatic duct cells (20–22), islet-derived progenitor cells (22, 23) and exocrine tissue (24) contain cells that can differentiate to some degree towards a pancreatic endocrine phenotype. Whether these cells were originally derived from a hematopoietic organ and are waiting in \textit{situ} to differentiate on demand remains to be determined. However, it is likely that multiple pathways for regeneration exist, including resident, in-tissue, progenitors as well as extra tissue, circulating progenitors, usually marrow derived (25).

Some investigators indicate that cell fusion events are a possible mechanism, at least in part, for the phenomenon of transdifferentiation of bone marrow-derived cells into parenchymal cells of extramedullary organs (26, 27) (Fig. 2B). A few contend that cell fusion may be the only mechanism underlying apparent transdifferentiation (28, 29). The studies involving pancreatic endocrine cell regeneration, as outlined here, largely rule out cell fusion events as a mechanism of transdifferentiation (11, 15). There remains the possibility of cell fusion, the sharing of certain genetic and epigenetic information between fused cells, which then go apart with a newly phenotype adapted by the pluripotent cell (fusion followed by a reduction division) (Fig. 2C). However, for now, the majority of research papers do not support cell fusion as the main mechanism.

\begin{center}
\textbf{Figure 2} Schematic of proposed mechanism of adaptation of extramedullary phenotypes by cells derived from hematopoietic organs. (A) ‘Stem cell’ ‘transdifferentiates’ into new functional extramedullary phenotype. (B) ‘Stem cell’ fuses with local differentiated cell. The tetraploid product of the fusion event has apparent phenotype of the differentiated cell. (C) ‘Stem cell’ and differentiated cell fuse. Information is exchanged between the cells, resulting in differentiation of the stem cell. Fusion is followed by a reduction division that separates the fused entities into two differentiated cells.
\end{center}
underlying the adaptation of pancreatic phenotypes by circulating, largely bone marrow-derived cells (Fig. 2A).
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